TEXT

/******* THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE *******/

COUNTRY: (U) CHINA (CH).

SUBJECT: DEMOCRACY MOVEMENT ALIVE (U).

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT
FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT
CLASSIFIED C-GOL P L P 112 1411 1211.
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MIDNIGHT BY PUBLIC SECURITY BUREAU AND PAP TROOPS. THE TIMING WAS ABOUT MIDNIGHT, AND THE ACTION WAS PEACEFUL. ON 26 AUGUST A BAND CONCERT ON DONGDAN WAS ALSO CLOSED AT MIDNIGHT FOR MAKING "TOO MUCH NOISE". ONE PERSON (THE ORGANIZER) WAS TAKEN AWAY BY THE PSB FOR ORGANIZING THE CONCERT WITHOUT A PERMIT, BUT THERE WAS NO VIOLENCE AND PEOPLE LEFT QUIETLY. THE ORGANIZER WAS FINED AND LATER RELEASED.

4. ONE OF THE MORE ECCENTRIC OF THE DISSIDENTS WHO SPENT A GREAT DEAL OF TIME ON TIANANMEN AND WAS AT MUXIDI (b)(1),1.4 (c) HAD SPENT TWO MONTHS IN HIDING IN THE NORTHEAST, IS STILL ON THE "WANTED LIST" (NOT A HIGH PRIORITY, HOWEVER), AND REMAINS IN HIDING IN BEIJING. THIS FELLOW SUMMARIZED THE STATE OF MIND OF THE STUDENTS AND DEMONSTRATORS BY SAYING "MUDI MEIYOU GAIBIAN, WOMEN MAN ZOOG, MAN MAN GAIBIAN SIXIANG, HAI HOZHENG" (THE GOAL HASN'T CHANGED, WE ARE MOVING ALONG SLOWLY (TAKING IT EASY), SLOWLY CHANGING OUR THINKING, BUT WE ARE STILL ALIVE.

5. FEW STUDENTS SEEM TO BE ATTENDING THE CONCERTS. THE CHINESE PARTICIPANTS ARE WORKERS, "ENTREPRENEURS" OR JUST HANGERS ABOUT (ALBEIT WITH MONEY TO SPEND). FOREIGNERS ARE NOT STOPPED FROM GOING TO THE BAND ENGAGEMENTS, AND THERE IS PLENTY OF OBVIOUS SUPERVISION BY "OLDER PEOPLE" AND WHAT SEEMS TO BE PSB PLAINCLOTHES OFFICERS, BUT NO INTERFERENCE IN WHAT HAPPENS.
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